Research at
Indian Institute of Astrophysics
The Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA) conducts research in solar physics, astrophysics, theoretical physics and
instrumentation. Observational studies are carried out using telescopes at the field stations. Analytical studies,
simulations and experimental work is done at all centers.

Sun and Solar System:

Stars and Galaxies:

Solar Physics is a major research area in IIA. Study of
the solar atmosphere, magnetic fields, solar wind and
atmosphere, helioseismology, sunspots and their cycle,
polarisation of spectral lines from the sun are some major
areas of research.
Theoretical studies include the structure and
dynamics of the magnetized solar chromosphere,
wave propagation in magnetic networks,
magnetic flux tubes and energy transport
mechanisms in the solar atmosphere.

R band image of the comet ISON
taken from HFOSC. The image
clearly shows the dust coma and
the tail. Distance to the comet at
the time of observation was 2.151
AU, here 30” equals to 46,790
km.

The figure shows simulation of the temperature
variations in the solar atmosphere caused by
excitation of different magnetic fields on the
surface of the sun.

Research in stellar and extragalactic astronomy is
done using the observational facilities of IIA as well
as those abroad. They cover a wide range of
wavelengths.
Observational
studies
are
complemented by numerical and simulation work on
the physics of stellar systems and galaxies. Ongoing
research areas include hydrogen-deficient stars,
carbon enhanced metal poor stars, star clusters and
stellar streams. The nature of star formation,
molecular clouds including those in the inner Galaxy
are studied using observations as well as simulations.
The studies of eruptive variables include novae and
supernovae. Pulsars, binaries and their theoretical
modeling are also studied.

Cosmology:
At IIA research in cosmology includes understanding
the properties of the Cosmic Microwave Background
Radiation (CMBR), unraveling the physics of the very
early history of the Universe from CMBR,
understanding the nature of dark matter and dark energy.
There are also ongoing studies in astro-particle physics
that study the nature of comic rays and high energy
particles in our universe.

HFOSC broad band image (left)
centered around 6500Å of a
doubly imaged gravitationally
lensed quasar. The deconvolved
image (right) shows two lensing
galaxies G1 and G2.

Light curves of the two
deconvolved quasar images free
of light contamination from
lensing Galaxies. Observed for
~6 continuous years !

The figure shows star
forming regions outlined
in green superimposed
on the radio emission
from dust in a star
forming region in our
Galaxy.

V-band image of a type
Ia supernova SN2014J
recently occurred in
the nearby galaxy
Messier 82 (M82). It is
the closest type Ia
supernova discovered
in the past 42 years
and is a part of current
observing campaign at
HCT. It reached a peak
brightness of 10.5
magnitude and now at
the declining phase.

The
image
shows
globular cluster M53 in V
band obtained using
HCT- HFOSC. Globular
clusters are very tightly
bound group of stars with
high stellar density at the
center. They are bound by
gravity
and
have
spherical shapes. They
are also the oldest objects
in the Galaxy.

The spectrum of SN 2014J
obtained from HFOSC.
The
major
lines
emanating from different
elemental species such as
Ca, Mg, Fe, S, Si, Na are
clearly seen.

Spectra of bright star
forming regions of different
BCDs. These are typical HII
region spectra wherein the
gas is photoionized by newly
formed
massive
stars.
Emission lines of various
elements such as H, He, O,
Ne, S, Na are seen clearly.
These are taken from HFOSC
Hα, V, B colour composite image of Mrk 133, a blue
compact dwarf (BCD) galaxy showing numerable
number of star forming knots.
Right : Hα, [OIII] and B band colour composite image
of BCD Mrk 170, showing distinct star forming knots.
Star formation is first triggered at the centre and then
propagates to the other locations in the galaxy. Star
formation in self propagating in most of these BCDs.

Hα, [OIII] and B band colour composite
image of BCD Mrk 170, showing distinct star
forming knots. Star formation is first
triggered at the centre and then propagates
to the other locations in the galaxy. Star
formation in self propagating in most of
these BCDs.
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Figure shows the spinning
Neutron Star with dipolar
magnetic field. Pulsar are fast
spinning
(~1s),
highly
magnetized
and
massive
gravitating
astronomical
bodies. They are one of the
end states of a star. They emit
periodic pulses, believed to be
generated by plasma bunches
via curvature radiation.

Typical light curve of a type
Ia supernova SN2011ao
observed for a period of
~160 days in HFOSC UBVRI
bands.

Time evolution spectra of a Seyfert type I galaxy
UM 163 taken from HFOSC at three different
epochs. Super Massive Black Hole (SMBH)
causes the variation of the flux in the continuum
as well as in the emission lines. The technique of
estimating the time delay between these two
variations is called Reverberation Mapping
(RM).
BVR combined image of NGC
1084. This is a Sc late-type
galaxy with diffuse spiral arms.
This is situated at 18 Mpc (59
Mly) away from our Galaxy.

Continuum subtracted Hα image NGC 1084.
Bright star forming regions span up to ~3300 ly
(1kpc) in diameter. This galaxy is forming stars at
a rate of 3 solar masses per year and has already
hosted 6 SNe in this century.
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